Keep SHINE-ing
Beanie

Stardust Gold Crochet

USE COUPON CODE: THANKYOU for 20% OFF your next pattern on Etsy!
It’s beanie mania! The Keep SHINE-ing beanie is one I’ve had in my head for a while now, and so happy
to make it a reality. It’s a perfect fit, easy to make, and works up fast kind of beanie, which is even better!
I used Lion Brand’s Heartland because it had those deep rich, warm colors and soft texture. Want some
fun? Join our crochet-a-long group on Facebook! Please feel free to message me with any questions!
You can also leave a comment on my blog here.

I would love to see your finished patterns, if you have

Instagram, Facebook, or a blog, please use hashtag #StardustGoldCrochet #KeepShiningBeanie. Thank
you! Let’s get started! 😉😉
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Keep SHINE-ing

SKILL LEVEL:

YARN WEIGHT:

MATERIALS:
Suggested Yarn:
I used Lion Brand Heartland yarn in Acadia &
Yosemite, click here to see.
Suggested Yarn Details:
100% Acrylic, 251yds/230m per skein (3.5
oz/100g)
Care: Machine washable and dryable.
Yardage Needed:
Adult: 150-200 yds (136.16 – 182.88)
(approximately)
Toddler 100-125 yds (91.44 – 114.3)
(approximately)
Hook Size: 6.00 mm (J)
Scissors
Darning Needle
Pom Pom (optional)

Stitch guide: (stitch links are clickable)

ks – knit stitch
the knit stitch is a single crochet stitch that works into the
center V of the st from the previous round, instead of the
top two loops.
see video tutorial here: https://youtu.be/njWKYOpbpmA
fsc – foundation single crochet
see video tutorial here: https://youtu.be/yHvPH7UqnIM
changing colors tutorial - https://youtu.be/fXB-If9NHns

Beanie

GAUGE: 13 ks x 20 rows = 4 x 4” or (10 x 10 cm)

SIZE(S): TOD, SM, M, L
When complete and laying flat: (approximately)
Toddler:
Height = 7.5” (19.05 cm), Width = 8” (20.32 cm)
Circumference of brim = 15.5” (39.37 cm)
Adult Small, Medium, Large: (Measurements below are
with negative ease and meant to stretch slightly)
Small
Height = 9.25” (23.5 cm), Width = 10.25” (26 cm)
Circumference of brim = 20.5 (52.07 cm)
Medium:
Height = 9.25” (23.5 cm), Width = 10.75” (27.30 cm)
Circumference of brim = 21.5” (54.61 cm)
Large:
Height = 9.25” (23.5 cm), Width = 11.25” (28.57 cm)
Circumference of brim = 22.5” (57.15 cm)

Abbreviations:
fsc
ks
sl st
ch
MC
CC
rnd
ch
st(s)

foundation single crochet
knit stitch
slip stitch
chain
main color
contrasting color
round
chain
stitches

Pattern Notes – Please Read
Sizing: Adult Small, Medium, & Large, and Toddler
Joining: Joins are made by sl st into the ch 1 at end of rnd, unless otherwise indicated.
Stitch count: Foundation round count is stitch count throughout.
Remember to count your stitches 😉😉.
Knit Stitch: Work very loose – they tend to get very tight.
Each square represents 1 knit stitch.
by Tasha Margette | Original| Copyright 2018. All rights reserved.
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Instructions:

Rnd 1: fsc 52. Join in 1st fsc of rnd, making
sure the chain is not twisted.

Using J hook and MC (I used Yosemite (rust) as
main color (MC) and Acadia (white) as

Rnd 2: ch 1, then begin working graph using

contrasting color (CC)). (large graphs on page 4)

the knit stitch (ks) – the 1st st of the round is

Reminder: Joins are made by sl st into the ch 1
at end of rnd, unless otherwise indicated

made into the same stitch as join.
Rnd 3 – 35: Follow graph using ks, Leave an
8-12 inch tail for sewing - sew up top according

Pattern Adult M (S, L):
Work graph from right to left and from the bottom
to the top.

to photos in the following columns/pages.

Assembly of Top of Hat:

(please refer to graphs for small, medium, &

Lay flat, with seam in the center. WS out and

large) – you can customize width by adding or

top side up.

removing 1 row from both the left and right
side of the chart (so the text stays centered).
Rnd 1: fsc 70 (68, 72). Join in 1st fsc of rnd,
making sure the chain is not twisted.
Rnd 2: ch 1, then begin working graph using
the knit stitch (ks) – the 1st st of the round is
made into the same as join.
Sew together both pieces as pictured below,
Rnd 3 – 45: Follow graph with ks, Leave an 8-

working through top loops of the stitches.

12 inch tail for sewing - sew up top according
to photos in the following columns/pages.

Pattern Toddler:
Work graph from right to left and from the
bottom to the top.
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Draw in the other two corners – to create an X
with four corners.

Turn RS out.
Sew together the two corner you just pulled in.

Pom Pom is optional as well! I went ahead and

Then do the same with the four corners of the

bought some online at Amazon that have a little

X, drawing them in and sewing to the center.

loop at the bottom, so I can safety pin it when I feel

This creates 8 corners.

like a pom pom and just take it off when I don’t
want one 😉😉.

Congratulations! You’re finished!

Sharing is Caring 😊😊
Website * Facebook * Instagram * Ravelry * Etsy
Keep pulling in and sewing corners to the
center, until all the corners are sewed in. Leave
a long tail for attaching pom. It kind of looks
like a mish mash, but just keep sewing up all
the little holes.

All photos and pattern is property of Stardust Gold
Crochet. *** Feel free to sell items created from this
pattern, but please do not copy, distribute, or sell this
pattern as your own. *** If you love it so much you
want to share a link to my Etsy, Ravelry, or my website,
please do! *** Please create a project page on Ravelry,
I’d love to see your work! ***
#stardustgoldcrochet #keepshiningbeanie

Happy Crocheting 😊😊
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Adult Graph

Small,
Medium, &
Large:
Use guides
below graph,
starting at
right side and
working to
left.
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Toddler
Graph
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OTHER PATTERNS YOU MAY ENJOY
CLICK PHOTOS FOR DETAILS

Fair Isle Snowflakes & Hearts Beanie
or here:
https://www.etsy.com/listing/645813674/fair-isle-crochet-slouchy-beanie
Available in Sizes Toddler, Adult Small, Medium and Large

Sequoia Ridge Slouchy Beanie
or here:
https://www.etsy.com/listing/584647139/sequoia-ridge-slouch-slouchy-beanie
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